The lepton avor violating reaction e ? e ? ! W ? W ? , mediated by a set of heavy neutrino avors extending minimally the standard model, is dominated at high energy in Born approximation by a single channel amplitude, scattering two left-handed incoming electrons into two outgoing longitudinally polarized standard W bosons. This amplitude depends universally on the Fermi constant and speci cally on mass and mixing parameters of heavy neutrino avors. It satis es unitarity constraints and, if observed, is capable of revealing the CP-violating character of these parameters as interference patterns between heavy avor contributions, provided their total number exceeds two. Cross section estimates are presented.
The Born Amplitude Dominant Far Above Threshold
We work in the minimal framework of the standard model extended by an a priori arbitrary set of (heavy) neutrino avors with general SU2 L quantum numbers and Yukawa couplings compatible with renormalizability. We further restrict this framework, assuming that only three neutrino avors exhibit a small mass, which is neglected, while the remaining avors are heavy | much heavier than the top quark | to be speci c. We call this setting`minimal mass generating case' (MMC) following Ref. 1. Given the MMC setting we consider the reaction e ? e ? ! W ? W ? at center of mass energies much in excess of the 2 W threshold. Then the dominant Born amplitude, denoted by T, connects the left-handed helicity states of incoming electrons to their longitudinally polarized W counterparts. We adopt standard s; t; u notation for the squares of center of mass energy and momentum transfers appropriate for 2{2 body scattering.
T corresponds to the t{u symmetric sum of heavy neutrino exchanges in the respective channels, given by the Feynman diagrams in Fig. 1 Heavy neutrino avors are labelled N ; = 1 N 0 , while M denotes their respective physical masses.
We denote the total number of heavy avors by N 0 . We adopt as mass parameter the quantity v ch = 
In Eq. (2) v; v u ; v d stand for the vacuum expected value of scalar doublet elds. The time reversed amplitudes in Fig. 1 , when the two W bosons are coupled to a charged hadronic current each, describe neutrinoless double beta decay as mediated by heavy neutrino avors.
The kinematics of the scattering process is displayed in Fig. 1 
Neglecting the electron mass in kinematical expressions but keeping m W nite the amplitude T takes the form 
The mixing parameters U 2 e are in general complex, i.e., their imaginary parts initiate CP violation. Even though the amplitude T, which we are investigating, is not by itself CP violating, the complex nature of the parameters can be extracted as interference terms from a detailed analysis of the di erential cross section, provided N 0 > 2.
Characteristic Regions Far Above Threshold
We choose as angular variable = sin 2 # cm =2 ; 1 ? = cos 2 # cm =2 :
The di erential polarized electron cross section with respect to in terms of the invariant amplitude T becomes, accounting for Bose statistics of the nal state W's,
In the expression for T in Eq. (5) 
The expression for the reduced amplitude F in Eq. (11) shows surprising mathematical simplicity. We rewrite the ampitude F as a sum over the avor index , which we order in the sense of increasing masses M . Restoration of overall lepton number conservation
The MMC studied here by no means implies violation of overall lepton number, appropriately extended to the heavy avors N . Thus we discuss the consequences for the mixing parameters U 2 e ; M in the limit of exact overall lepton number conservation, where the amplitude T vanishes exactly.
In the envisaged limit the masses M become pairwise or multiply degenerate, 
The sums over each cluster of the mixing parameters U 2 e then vanish:
The situation described in Eqs. (13,14) will be conspicuous in the reaction we consider, when the envisaged lepton number conservation is only approximate. It will lead to a reduction of the cross section, but with rapid interference like variation in the center of mass energy regions of clustered | almost degenerate | heavy avor masses.
In the following we restrict the discussion to well separate individual masses, for brevity, and consider the following four regions (all far above 2 W threshold) 0: low energy 1: discovery region s < M 2 1 2: rst interference region M 2 1 < s < M 2 2 3: high energy M 2 N 0 s
The constraint on the mixing parameters in Eq. (11) allows quite generally to use the alternative form for the amplitude F (Eq. 12)
We concentrate on the cross section integrated over the center of mass angle # outside symmetrical forward and backward cones with opening angle # 0 which we consider variable. We are mostly interested in angles of the order of several degrees, except in region 3.
We denote this cross section by ( ). The form denoted by (b) in Eq. (15) 
The quantity ((0)) in Eq. (19) is a low energy parameter. It enters the amplitude for neutrinoless double beta decay as mediated by heavy neutrino avors as a multiplicative factor. Hence a computation of associated nuclear transition matrix elements and command of the dynamics of double electron emission from a large multiply-charged nucleus undergoing the hypothetical decay | e.g., 76 Ge ! 76 Se+2e ? | allows one to infer bounds on j ((0)j from failure to observe it. A review of the theoretical and experimental situation can be found in Refs. 3{5.
Recently an improved upper limit on the hal ife of the neutrinoless 76 Ge transition has been obtained 6 T 0 1=2 ( 76 Ge) > 5:6:10 24 y at 90% C.L.
This result has prompted a renewed calculation of nuclear matrix elements by G. Pantis et al. 7 Taking the so determined heavy neutrino associated matrix elements at face value from Ref. The mentioned quark correlations reduce the bound inferred in Eq. (23) and hence the derived bound in Eq. (24) by the corresponding quark barrier penetration factor. This factor is not straightforward to determine but easily of the order of 25{100 and is presently beeing investigated. 9 On the basis of this we discard the so inferred limits in the following.
Region 1: Discovery Region s < M 2 1
In the discovery region the mass parameters x separate the rst (lowest mass) contribution from the higher ones x 1 < 1 ; x 2 ; 1 F 1 f 1 + P =2 2x ! 1 f( ; x 1 ) :
Here we are only interested in the total cross section over the entire angular range, and neglect all terms including interference terms coming from neutrino avors heavier than M 1 . Thus we assume a wide enough spacing between the lowest and higher masses. The dominant part of the cross section is given by The rst interference region is discussed here because of the striking feature to be able to determine | through the interference pattern | the potentially CP violating phases inherent to the mixing parameters U e ; a provided the number of neutrino avors signi cantly contributing to the relation P = 0 (Eq. 11) exceeds two.
To this end we choose for illustrative purposes xed mass-energy ratios
The amplitude F takes the form extending the decomposition in Eq. (26) to include the rst two heavy neutrino contributions We have chosen the mass ratios such that M 2 = 2M 1 .
It becomes evident from the numerical values of the coe cients ; in Eqs. (36) and (37) that the three terms ju e1 j 2 ; ju e1 u e2 jcos ' 12 ; ju e2 j 2 ju e1 u e2 jcos ' 12 = < (u e1 u e2 ) (38) can be clearly separated, provided the relative coupling of the second lightest neutrino avor, i.e., the quantity ju e2 j= ju e1 j is not exceedingly small, and of course if the mass and energy ratios are of the order assumed here.
The phase ' 12 in the interference term, if di erent from 0 or , reveals a CP violating parameter resulting from complex phases in the neutrino mass matrix. It is exciting to see such a phase revealed by a single channel amplitude ! 
The relation P = 0 (Eq. 11) is the key ingredient, assuring the high energy behaviour of the total cross section in Eq. (40). This relation is a necessary consequence of the admissible form of neutrino mass terms, compatible with renormalizability of the MMC or including appropriate light neutrino masses for the generalized enlarged standard model scenario to include | beyond the standard three | a set of additional neutrino avors. This scenario was outlined, e.g., in Ref. 11 . Finally we remark that the mixing matrix elements U e can be expanded in powers of the spontaneous parameter v ch , the rst term being proportional to v ch . 
